Season of birth is associated with anthropometric and neurocognitive outcomes during infancy and childhood in a general population birth cohort
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Abstract

The ‘season of birth’ effect is one of the most consistently replicated associations in schizophrenia epidemiology. In contrast, the association between season of birth and development in the general population is relatively poorly understood. The aim of this study was to explore the impact of season of birth on various anthropometric and neurocognitive variables from birth to age seven in a large, community-based birth cohort. A sample of white singleton infants born after 37 weeks gestation (n = 22,123) was drawn from the US Collaborative Perinatal Project. Anthropometric variables (weight, head circumference, length/height) and various measures of neurocognitive development, were assessed at birth, 8 months, 4 and 7 years of age. Compared to summer/autumn born infants, winter/spring born infants were significantly longer at birth, and at age seven were significantly heavier, taller and had larger head circumference. Winter/spring born infants were achieving significantly higher scores on the Bayley Motor Score at 8 months, the Graham–Ernhart Block Test at age 4, the Wechsler Intelligence Performance and Full Scale scores at age 7, but had significantly lower scores on the Bender–Gestalt Test at age 7 years. Winter/spring birth, while associated with an increased risk of schizophrenia, is generally associated with superior outcomes with respect to physical and cognitive development.
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1. Introduction

There is a sizeable body of literature linking season of birth to psychiatric and neurological disorders (Torrey et al., 1997, 2000). In particular, there is a large body of evidence showing that individuals born in winter and early spring have an approximately 10% increased risk of later developing schizophrenia (Mortensen et al., 1999; Davies et al., 2003). In light of the consistency of the evidence linking winter/spring birth to schizophrenia, it is important to have a broader understanding of how season of birth impacts on physical growth and cognitive development in the general population.

Compared to summer and autumn babies, those born in winter and spring tend to be heavier (Selvin and Janerich, 1971; Roberts, 1975; Matsuda et al., 1993; Murray et al., 2000; Waldie et al., 2000; Tustin et al., 2004; McGrath et al., 2005, in press) and longer (Wohlfahrt et al., 1998; Waldie et al., 2000; McGrath et al., 2005). These small anthropometric differences persist into adulthood: at age 18 winter/spring born individuals are taller compared to summer/autumn born individuals (Weber et al., 1998; Waldie et al., 2000). The research that has examined season of birth and later cognitive development have produced mixed results (Gordon and Novak, 1950; Berglund, 1967; Farley, 1968; Williams et al., 1970; Kanekar and Mukerjee, 1972; Mascie-Taylor, 1980). With respect to school performance, there is a sizeable body of research showing that summer-born children tend to have poorer educational outcomes (see review by (Martin et al., 2004)). However, it is difficult to partition out the relative contributions of a “true” season of birth effect on neurocognitive development from the fact that summer-born infants in northern hemisphere countries tend to be educationally disadvantaged (due to the interaction between age and school intake policies) (Goodman et al., 2003). A recent US study of children in the fifth grade (n = 7395), confirmed that summer-born children did significantly worse on a range of standardized educational tests, and that these seasonal differences persisted when the children outside the appropriate age band (i.e., ‘retained’ or ‘advanced’ students) were excluded (Martin et al., 2004).

In summary, the literature based on general population samples suggest that winter/spring born infants tend to (a) be heavier and longer/taller, and (b) have superior educational achievements, compared to summer/autumn born infants. However, if these associations are confirmed in the general population, it raises interesting questions about how to integrate these findings with research focused on schizophrenia. Remembering that the period of the year associated with apparently superior development in the general population (winter/spring) is also associated with an increased risk of schizophrenia (Davies et al., 2003), the literature on the antecedents of schizophrenia shows that children who go on to develop schizophrenia tend to lag behind their peers on a range of physical, neurological, social and educational outcomes (Tarrant and Jones, 1999).

We had the opportunity to explore the association between season of birth and key anthropometric and neurocognitive measures in a large, prospective birth cohort, the US-based Collaborative Perinatal Project. As noted above, the methodological issues in studies exploring the links between season of birth studies and neurocognitive achievements in school age children are substantial. However, longitudinal studies offer one way of addressing these research questions by being able to chart the developmental trajectory prior to and after the onset of schooling. Based on the general population samples summarized above, we predicted that, compared to summer/autumn born group, the winter/spring born group would be heavier, longer/taller, and have larger head circumference at birth, 8 months, 4 and 7 years of age. Based on the literature linking poorer cognitive development in summer born infants, we hypothesized that, compared to summer/autumn born infants, winter/spring born infants would have higher scores on cognitive measures assessed at 8 months, 4 years and 7 years.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

The Collaborative Perinatal Project (CPP), which involved 12 US sites, enrolled over 50,000 women and their offspring between 1960 and 1967 (Niswander et al., 1975). The offspring of the women were followed-up at regular intervals until age 7. Detailed
methods of the overall study, and features related to the physical and cognitive assessments, have been published elsewhere (Broman et al., 1975; Broman et al., 1985).

Studies interested in season of birth effects need to pay close attention to several methodological issues. There is evidence showing that white and black mothers have different seasonal patterns of reproduction (Lam and Miron, 1994). A preliminary analyses of data from the CPP confirmed that while both whites and nonwhites are more likely to be born in summer/autumn versus winter/spring (overall summer/autumn births = 51.9% versus winter/spring birth = 48.1%), this seasonal variation was significantly larger in nonwhite versus whites ($\chi^2 = 6.85, p = 0.009$). Because of the known association between ethnicity and birth weight on the one hand (Kramer, 1987) and ethnicity and performance on neurocognitive tests on the other hand (Loehlin, 2000), it was decided to restrict the current analysis to the offspring of white mothers only.

In order to exclude the effects of multiple pregnancies and differential sample attrition, the sample was further restricted to singletons who were alive at age seven. The second important feature of season of birth studies relates to the age-incidence effect. For example, if children born in certain months of the year were more likely to be tested when they were older than children born in the remainder of the year (e.g., follow-up testing for children born near Christmas may be delayed until January), then the cognitive ability of children born in certain months may be differentially affected by this factor. Thus, all post-natal measures were adjusted for age-at-testing. Similarly, because the children’s age at school-entry (and thus years of education at the time of testing) can vary as an interaction between season of birth and the academic year (Goodman et al., 2003), we repeated the analyses for cognitive variables at age 7 replacing age-at-testing with duration-of-schooling.

Finally, previous analyses on the full CPP sample revealed seasonality in frequency of preterm birth (defined as less than 36 weeks gestation) (Cooperstock and Wolfe, 1986). In the current analyses, the sample was restricted to those with at least 37 weeks gestation, and in addition, all analyses were corrected for weeks of gestation.

2.2. Outcome measures

The main predictor variable in this study is season of birth, while the outcome variables included three anthropometric measures and eight scores derived from five measures of motor and cognitive development. At birth, 8 months, 4 and 7 years of age we examined weight (in grams and kilograms), length or height (in centimetres) and head circumference (in centimetres). At 8 months of age we examined the two scores derived from the Bayley Scales for Infant Development (Bayley, 1969a,b). The Mental Scale assesses aspects of development including sensory discrimination, eye-hand coordination, while the Motor Scale assessed fine and gross motor coordination. At age four the children were given the Stanford Binet Intelligence Scale, Form L–M (Terman and Merrill, 1960; Becker, 2003), and the Graham–Erhart Block Sort Test, a measure of conceptual and perceptual motor ability that required the children to sort blocks according to various colour, size and shape rules (Graham et al., 1963). At age seven the children were given the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) in order to derive age-standardized scores for the Performance Score, Verbal Score and the combined Full Scale Score (Wechsler, 1949). Finally, the children at age seven were given the Bender–Gestalt, a test of visual–motor skills that requires the children to copy various figures (Piotrowski, 1995).

2.3. Analyses

The main analyses were undertaken with (a) the traditional division of the year into four season (winter = December, January, February; etc.), and (b) the year dichotomized as winter/spring (WS; December to May) versus summer/autumn (SA; June to November), in order to focus on the winter/spring period associated with excess schizophrenia births. Using Proc GLM in SAS (SAS Institute, 2001) we modelled the impact of the four level (seasons) and two level (half-year) season of birth variables on the various outcome measure, adjusted for sex, weeks gestation and age-at-testing.

Within this sample we also identified sibships from mothers who had given birth to more than one singleton offspring during the six years of recruitment.
To reduce the influence of parental and family-related variables that may confound the analyses (e.g. maternal and paternal height, socioeconomic status), we used Proc GENMOD in order to model the relationship between season of birth and the outcomes of interest when examined within sibships, adjusted for sex, weeks gestation and age-at-testing. An additional adjustment for duration of schooling was also made for the psychometric assessments at age 7. For variables that were significantly associated with season of birth in the main analyses, we used (a) Proc SPECTRA (based on month of birth time series data over the six years of recruitment) in order to look for evidence of circannual periodicity, and (b) plots of overall mean monthly averages in order to inspect the shape of the within-year fluctuation. All p values were two-sided and significance was set at 0.05.

3. Results

There were 11,321 males and 10,802 females included in the main analyses (25 infants with indeterminate or unspecified sex were excluded). Slightly more of the infants were born in summer (26.15%) compared to the other seasons (25.05%, 24.56%, 24.24% for autumn, spring and winter respectively). This pattern is broadly consistent with the seasonality of births reported in the USA (Lam and Miron, 1994).

Based on the four-season comparisons, there were significant differences for length at birth (highest in winter-born, \( p < 0.0001 \)), Bayley Motor Score (highest in winter-born, \( p < 0.0001 \)), Graham–Ernhart Test (highest in spring-born, \( p = 0.04 \)), weight at age 7 (highest in spring-born, \( p = 0.0003 \)), height at age 7 (highest in spring-born, \( p = 0.04 \)), head circumference at age 7 (highest in winter-born, \( p = 0.0001 \)), WISC performance and full scale scores (both highest in spring-born and both \( p < 0.0001 \)) and Bender Gestalt Test (highest in autumn-born, \( p = 0.0002 \)). The same pattern of significant findings was found in the half-yearly comparisons. The Table 1 shows the mean unadjusted values for the outcome variables of interest for the half-yearly comparisons WS and SA births. Based on mean values adjusted for sex, weeks gestation and age-at-testing, the difference between SA–WS births is provided with 95% confidence intervals and \( p \) values. Compared to SA births, those born in WS were significantly longer at birth, and were heavier, taller and had larger head circumference at age 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Singleton analysis</th>
<th>Sibship analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Summer/autumn</td>
<td>Winter/spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 months</td>
<td>Weight(^1)</td>
<td>3335.39</td>
<td>3334.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Length(^3)</td>
<td>50.55</td>
<td>50.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Head cir.(^3)</td>
<td>34.08</td>
<td>34.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>Weight(^2)</td>
<td>16.68</td>
<td>16.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Height(^3)</td>
<td>101.36</td>
<td>101.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Head cir.(^3)</td>
<td>50.05</td>
<td>50.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanford Binet</td>
<td>102.47</td>
<td>103.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graham–Ernhart</td>
<td>35.90</td>
<td>36.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>Weight(^2)</td>
<td>23.66</td>
<td>23.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Height(^3)</td>
<td>120.51</td>
<td>120.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Head cir.(^3)</td>
<td>51.36</td>
<td>51.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WISC verbal</td>
<td>50.27</td>
<td>50.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WISC performance(^4)</td>
<td>52.72</td>
<td>54.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WISC full scale(^5)</td>
<td>103.02</td>
<td>105.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bender–Gestalt(^6)</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>5.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(1=\text{grams}, 2=\text{kilograms}, 3=\text{centimetres}, 4=\text{age-at-testing replaced with duration-of-schooling. SA=summer/autumn; WS=winter/spring. All analyses adjusted for sex, weeks-gestation and age-at-testing. Significant findings are shown in bold.}\)
Fig. 1. The upper panel (a) shows the Bayley Motor Score at 8 months, the middle panel (b) shows WISC Performance Score at age 7 years, and the lower panel (c) shows weight at age 7 years. For each panel, the main graph shows the mean monthly values for the time series for births from January 1960 to January 1966 (with a vertical reference line at January). The smaller insert shows the overall mean monthly values.
7. In addition, compared to the SA born, the WS born infants had superior score on Bayley Motor Scale at 8 months, Graham–Ernhart score at 4 years, and the WISC at 7 years. In contrast to all the other findings, the WS born children had significantly lower scores compared to the SA born on the Bender–Gestalt Test at 7 years.

The sibship analyses was based on 7220 singleton offspring of 3262 mothers (2631 mothers had two children, 517 mothers had three offspring, 80 mothers had four offspring, twelve mothers had five offspring and one mother had six offspring). The Table 1 shows the mean difference (adjusted for sex, weeks gestation and age-at-testing; adjusted for duration of schooling for age 7 neurocognitive variables) and p value for each of the outcome variables. Within the sibships, compared to their summer/autumn born siblings, those born in winter/spring had significantly higher scores on the Bayley Motor Scale (p < 0.001), the Graham–Ernhart Score at 4 years (p = 0.04), head circumference at age 7 (p = 0.006), WISC Performance at age 7 (p < 0.0001), WISC Full Scores at age 7 (p = 0.003).

Only five of the nine variables identified as significant in the main analyses showed clear circannual peaks on spectral analysis (weight, height and head circumference at age 7; Bayley Motor Score at 8 monthly; and WISC Performance Score at age 7). By way of example, the raw time series data and the overall mean monthly values for the Bayley Motor Score, weight at age 7 and WISC Performance Score are shown in the Fig. 1.

4. Discussion

4.1. Main findings

Compared to summer and autumn births, being born in winter and spring was associated with altered physical and neurocognitive outcomes during infancy and childhood. Many of the findings identified in the main sample were also found within a subgroup of sibships, when physical and neurocognitive outcomes of winter/spring born children were compared to their summer/autumn born siblings. Several of the variables had starting circannual periodicity. Overall, the results of the study indicate that prenatal and early life exposures that have regular seasonal fluctuations influence the developmental trajectory in a subtle fashion, at least until age 7 years.

Concerning the anthropometric measures, the associations with season of birth are not found uniformly across the four time points. The lack of a significant seasonal fluctuation in birth weight is congruent with a previous analysis of a subset of the white individuals from the CPP (who overlap with the present subjects) (van Hanswijck de Jonge et al., 2003). However, at birth, winter/spring born babies were significantly longer. The increased length at birth in the winter/spring born singleton sample is consistent with the Danish (Wohlfahrt et al., 1998) and New Zealand (Waldie et al., 2000) studies. While there were trend-level associations between winter/spring birth and greater weight and head circumference at eight months, season of birth was not significantly associated with any of the anthropometric measure at age eight months nor at four years. In light of the seasonal difference in length at birth, these data suggest that the growth trajectories of children born in different seasons ‘caught up’ with each other. However the growth trajectories are distinct by age seven. At this assessment, the winter/spring born children were significantly heavier (by 210 grams) and taller (by 0.19 cm), and had head circumferences that were significantly larger (by 0.12 cm) compared to the summer/autumn born children. Similar findings emerged when the analyses were repeated on derived indices of weight and height such as ponderal index and body mass index (data not shown).

As with the anthropometric measures, season of birth was not associated with all neurocognitive measures at follow-up. There was a striking association between winter/spring birth and improved performance on the Motor component of the Bayley’s Scale for infant development (but not with the Bayley Mental Score). These findings are consistent with two previous studies that found winter/spring born babies achieved motor milestones earlier than summer/autumn born babies (Hayashi, 1990; Benson, 1993). At age 4, the winter/spring born children were do better on block sorting and there was a trend level (p = 0.06) association with superior Stanford–Binet scores. By age 7, the winter/spring born children were scoring better on the performance subscore of the WISC (but not the Verbal subscore). While the winter/spring born children were scoring over 2 units higher on the WISC Full Scale, they were also significantly worse on the Bender Gestalt Test (a measure of visuo-constructive ability). The evolving pattern of findings over time suggests that the seasonally-fluctuating exposure that influences brain devel-
opment differentially influences some domains (e.g. fine and gross motor coordination) more so than others (e.g. sensory discrimination ability).

The overall pattern of findings (i.e. that winter/spring babies are both ‘bigger’ on the anthropometric variables and ‘smarter’ on the selected neurocognitive variables) is consistent with the general literature linking birth weight and cognitive development. For example, within the normal range of birth weight, various cohort studies have found that heavier neonates have superior cognitive ability at age 7 years (Matte et al., 2001; Jeffersis et al., 2002), 8 years (Richards et al., 2001) 11 years (Shenkin et al., 2001) and 18 years (Sorensen et al., 1997). In addition, many studies have identified a positive correlation between head circumference (or brain volume) and cognitive ability (see review (Vernon et al., 2000)).

However, the findings raise interesting questions about how to reconcile these findings with the link between winter/spring birth and risk of schizophrenia. The evidence from prospective cohort studies has shown that children who go on to develop schizophrenia tend to have delayed motor and cognitive trajectories (Tarrant and Jones, 1999), and generally have low birth weight and smaller head circumference at birth (Cannon et al., 2002). A population-based cohort study from Helsinki reported that the children who went on to develop schizophrenia were ‘thinner’ (i.e. lower weight but normal height) at age 7 and 15 years (Wahlbeck et al., 2001). Studies based on high-risk children (i.e. the offspring of women with schizophrenia) suggest that a more complex pattern of ‘catch-up’ growth (e.g. smaller at birth, but heavier as children) may be associated with risk of later schizophrenia (Niemi et al., 2005). Some clues into this paradox can be found in a separate analysis of a subsample of the Collaborative Perinatal Project. Based on a subgroup of cohort members born at one site of the CPP (Providence, R.I.; n=547), a significant association was found between a decline in general intellectual ability between ages 4 and 7 and an increased risk of adult psychotic symptoms (as assessed at age 23) (Kremen et al., 1998). The risk of psychotic symptoms was not associated with the actual level of intelligence at the two time points, but was linked to those that had a decline over this time. These finding suggest that the trajectory of neurocognitive development is altered in psychosis, in keeping with modern revisions of the neurodevelopmental hypothesis that place emphasis on the progressive nature of the dysfunction (DeLisi, 1997; McGrath et al., 2003). We speculate that the ‘season of birth effect’ may subtly shift the trajectory of growth for the entire population (e.g. winter/spring associated with superior outcomes), however other factors (e.g. underlying genetic susceptibilities, other environmental exposures) may be required in order to compromise the trajectory, which then leads to the development patterns associated with schizophrenia. However, it should be noted that data on the full CPP cohort were only available until age seven. It is feasible that any early developmental ‘credits’ associated with winter/spring birth could be off-set with later ‘deficits’ that do not become apparent until after age seven. In other words, perhaps winter/spring birth results in both; (a) a slightly steeper trajectory of general development during early life and (b) a slightly steeper trajectory of involution during adolescence and adulthood. These notions of trade-offs within a finite ‘growth budget’ warrant examination in other datasets.

4.2. Interpretation of findings

Clearly, anthropometric and neurocognitive variables from birth to age seven are influenced by a complex matrix of genetic and epigenetic factors operating on the maternal–fetal unit and on the developing individual. While this study does not allow us to tease apart causality, the most parsimonious interpretation is that one exposure (or one set of exposures) that fluctuate across seasons underlies the pattern of both anthropometric and neurocognitive outcomes identified in this study. In other words, both the physical and cognitive findings are downstream expressions of the same primary biological perturbation associated with season of birth.

There are many candidate exposures that have regular, seasonal fluctuations. Ultimately, most of candidate exposures are down-stream consequences of biometeorological variables such as temperature, rainfall and ultraviolet radiation. These variables (cold, heat stress, dehydration) can impact directly on health status (McGeehin and Mirabelli, 2001; Naughton et al., 2002; Mercer, 2003). Winter is asso-
associated with lower levels of ultraviolet radiation, which is strongly associated with low levels of vitamin D (Holick, 1995). Indirectly, seasonal fluctuations can impact on health status via nutrition (e.g. availability of seasonal food products like fruit), energy expenditure (e.g. work load varies across seasons in agrarian societies), and disease exposures (e.g. respiratory viruses may be more prevalent in winter, vectors for malaria have seasonal breeding cycles) (McMichael, 2001). In addition to this complex web of environmental changes, human behaviour is modified in a transactional fashion with the environment. For example, in cold seasons, we tend to remain indoors, use internal heating and wear more clothing. Thus, seasonal changes in weather can result in a complex but highly inter-correlated matrix of exposures.

Murray and colleagues have argued that exposure to cold temperatures during mid-gestation can reduce placental blood flow, and thus lead to lower birth weights associated with late spring and in summer (Murray et al., 2000). Prenatal infection also warrants further research, in particular viruses that fluctuation with seasons (e.g. respiratory viruses that are more prevalent in winter), as these can impact on fetal development (Griffiths et al., 1980; Torrey et al., 2000).

Vitamin D has clear seasonal fluctuations, with hypovitaminosis D becoming more prevalence at the end of winter and early spring (Holick, 1995). Vitamin D has been shown to induce the transcription of a large number of target genes (Darwish and DeLuca, 1993) and can modulate development via interactions with known morphogens such as retinoic acid and thyroid hormone. The presence of vitamin D dampens proliferation, and induces cells to exit the cell cycle via differentiation and, in certain circumstances, induces apoptosis (DeLuca et al., 1990). Hypovitaminosis D (in the presence of normal calcium) in the pregnant guinea pig has been found to cause widened growth plates in the fetal long bones (Rummens et al., 2002), thus this feature may underlie the longer length of winter–spring born infants (McGrath et al., 2005). The altered cognitive trajectory noted in this study may be as a consequence of the impact of low prenatal vitamin D on brain development. Recent animal experiments have shown that transient prenatal hypovitaminosis D were associated with changes in neonatal and adult rat brain morphol-
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